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Abstract: 37 

Relapse susceptibility in women with substance use disorders has been linked to the estrogen, 17β-estradiol 38 

(E2). Our previous findings in female rats suggest that the influence of E2 on cocaine seeking can be localized 39 

to the prelimbic prefrontal cortex (PrL-PFC). Here we investigated the receptor mechanisms through which E2 40 

regulates the reinstatement of extinguished cocaine seeking. Sexually mature female rats underwent 41 

intravenous cocaine self-administration (0.5 mg/inf; 14 x 2 hrs daily) and extinction, and then were 42 

ovariectomized prior to reinstatement testing. E2 (10 µg/kg, ip) alone did not reinstate cocaine seeking, but it 43 

potentiated reinstatement when combined with an otherwise subthreshold priming dose of cocaine. A similar 44 

effect was observed following intra-PrL-PFC micro-infusions of E2 and by systemic or intra-PrL-PFC 45 

administration of the estrogen receptor-β (ERβ) agonist, DPN, but not agonists at ERα or the G-protein 46 

coupled estrogen receptor (GPER1). By contrast, E2-potentiated reinstatement was prevented by intra-PrL-47 

PFC micro-infusions of the ERβ antagonist, MPP, or the GPER1 antagonist, G15, but not an ERα antagonist. 48 

Whole-cell recordings in PrL-PFC layer 5/6 pyramidal neurons revealed that E2 decreases the frequency, but 49 

not amplitude, of GABAA-dependent miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents (mIPSC). As was the case with 50 

E2-potentiated reinstatement, E2 reductions in mIPSC frequency were prevented by ERβ and GPER1, but not 51 

ERα, antagonists and mimicked by ERβ, but not GPER1, agonists. Altogether, the findings suggest that E2 52 

activates ERβ and GPER1 in the PrL-PFC to attenuate the GABA-mediated constraint of key outputs that 53 

mediate cocaine seeking.  54 

Significance Statement  55 

Susceptibility to drug craving and relapse is heightened in women with cocaine use disorder and varies across 56 

the reproductive cycle, likely reflecting the influence of the estrogen, 17β-estradiol. Here we report that 17β-57 

estradiol promotes cocaine seeking in female rats through actions that involve the estrogen receptor-beta 58 

(ERβ) and the G protein-coupled estrogen receptor-1 (GPER1) in the prelimbic prefrontal cortex. These effects 59 

coincide with an ERβ- and GPER1-dependent suppression of GABA-mediated inhibition of pyramidal neurons 60 

that likely increases the excitability of prefrontal cortical output pathways involved in drug seeking. Determining 61 
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how estrogens influence behavior via effects in the prefrontal cortex is important for understanding both 62 

adaptive and maladaptive behaviors, including substance use, and has the potential to guide treatment.   63 

 64 

Introduction 65 

Although men are more likely to use cocaine (SAMHSA, 2020), women progress more rapidly to uncontrolled 66 

cocaine use (Griffin et al., 1989; Kosten et al., 1993; Haas and Peters, 2000), report greater levels of drug 67 

craving (Robbins et al., 1999; Elman et al., 2001; Kennedy et al., 2013), and are more susceptible to relapse 68 

(Gallop et al., 2007). Sex differences are likely attributable, in part, to gonadal hormones, as drug craving and 69 

use can vary across the menstrual cycle (Sofuoglu et al., 1999; Terner and de Wit, 2006). Understanding the 70 

neurobiological processes that underlie these sex differences is critical for the development of effective 71 

interventions for substance use disorders (SUDs) (Becker and Chartoff, 2019).  72 

Under conditions where there are no apparent sex differences in cocaine self-administration or 73 

extinction, female rats are more sensitive to cocaine-primed reinstatement (Lynch and Carroll, 2000; Kerstetter 74 

et al., 2008; Doncheck et al., 2020). This elevated sensitivity likely reflects the influence of gonadal hormones, 75 

as it varies across the estrous cycle (Doncheck et al., 2018). In contrast to reports that sensitivity to cocaine-76 

primed reinstatement is increased during estrus (Kippin et al., 2005; Feltenstein and See, 2007), we find that, 77 

similar to stress- and cue-induced reinstatement (Feltenstein et al., 2011), low-dose cocaine-primed 78 

reinstatement is most pronounced in proestrus (Doncheck et al., 2018), when circulating estradiol (E2) is 79 

elevated. Thus, we hypothesize that reinstatement is augmented by peak physiological elevations in E2 in 80 

female rats.  In support, E2 administration to ovariectomized females at a dose that mimics proestrus levels 81 

potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement (Doncheck et al., 2018). E2 alone does not increase cocaine seeking 82 

but does promote reinstatement in response to a low (1.25 mg/kg, ip) cocaine priming dose. 83 

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) mediates relapse and is a likely site for hormone-dependent modulation of 84 

this behavior. In humans, cocaine-associated cues increase metabolic activity in subregions of the PFC in both 85 

sexes (Maas et., 1998; Bonson et al., 2002), however this activity is greater in women (Kilts et al., 2004). 86 

Studies in rodents support a specific role for the prelimbic PFC (PrL-PFC) in relapse, as cocaine administration 87 
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directly into this subregion triggers (Park et al., 2002) while pharmacological or optogenetic inhibition prevents 88 

reinstatement (Capriles et al., 2002; McFarland et al., 2003; Stefanik et al., 2013).  Further, E2-enhanced 89 

reinstatement in female rats corresponds to heightened PrL-PFC c-fos reactivity (Zhou et al., 2014). We 90 

previously demonstrated that PrL-PFC E2 micro-infusions can reinstate cocaine seeking in ovariectomized 91 

females (Doncheck et al., 2018). However, the mechanisms through which E2 regulates PrL-PFC function and 92 

cocaine seeking are unclear. 93 

E2 produces genomic and rapid non-genomic effects via ERα and ERβ receptors and signals through a 94 

G-protein coupled receptor, GPER1 (GPR30), all of which are expressed in the rat PrL-PFC (Almey et al., 95 

2014). Systemic administration of ERβ, but not ERα, agonists mimics E2 effects on reinstatement (Larson and 96 

Carroll, 2007). While GPER1 contributions to E2 effects on reinstatement have not been reported, recent 97 

studies highlight a role in modulating the acquisition of cocaine self-administration (Sun et al., 2020). In the 98 

PrL-PFC, ERα, ERβ, and GPER1 are primarily localized to axons/terminals, although post-synaptic and 99 

astrocytic expression has been described (Almey et al., 2014; Kritzer et al., 2008; Crimins et al., 2017). ERβ is 100 

predominantly, albeit not exclusively, localized to fast-spiking parvalbumin-expressing interneurons in the 101 

neocortex (Blurton-Jones et al., 2002). In cortical neurons, E2 has been shown to attenuate GABAA receptor-102 

dependent inhibition (Mukherjee et al., 2017). Thus, E2 may promote reinstatement by dampening GABA-103 

mediated inhibition of PrL-PFC projection neurons that mediate drug seeking. However, the effects of E2 on 104 

synaptic transmission are complex, as it has been shown to augment excitatory transmission in the 105 

hippocampus (Wong and Moss, 1992; Gu and Moss, 1996; Smetkalova and Woolley, 2010) and striatum 106 

(Krentzel et al., 2018). Here we examine the PrL-PFC receptor mechanisms through which E2 regulates 107 

synaptic activity and potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement following self-administration and extinction in 108 

ovariectomized female rats. 109 

 110 

Materials and Methods.  111 

Subjects: Sexually mature female Sprague Dawley rats (90-d old/250g minimum at study onset) were obtained 112 

from Envigo (Indianapolis) and single-housed under a reversed 12:12 light-dark cycle (lights off at 0700 h) with 113 
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ad libitum access to standard rat chow and water. Experiments were performed in the dark phase and in 114 

accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 8th ed.  115 

All experiments were approved by the Marquette University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 116 

 117 

Drugs: Cocaine HCl was obtained from RTI International via the NIDA Drug Supply Program. Water-soluble 2-118 

hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HBC; #H107) and HBC-encapsulated 17β-estradiol (E2; #E4389; 46.7 mg E2 119 

per g of total powder) were obtained from Sigma, PHTPP (2-Phenyl-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-5,7-120 

bis(trifluoromethyl)-pyrazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidine, 4-[2-Phenyl-5,7-bis(trifluoromethyl)pyrazolo[1,5-a]-pyrimidin-3-121 

yl]pheno; #2662), DPN (diarylpropionitrile; #1494), MPP (methyl-piperidino-pyrazole; #1991), and PPT (2,8-122 

bis(diphenylphosphoryl)dibenzo[b,d]thiophene; #1426) from Tocris, and G-15 (#41004003) and G-1 123 

(#41004001) from Sandia Biotech. 124 

 125 

Cocaine self-administration, extinction, and reinstatement: For experiments involving self-administration, 126 

animals were surgically implanted with venous catheters, and, in some instances, intracranial guide cannulae 127 

under isoflurane anesthesia, as previously described (Doncheck et al 2018; Doncheck et al 2020). Operant 128 

conditioning chambers, fitted with retractable levers and cue lights, housed in sound-attenuating compartments 129 

were used for self-administration (Med Associates, Inc.). Training was conducted as previously described 130 

(Doncheck et al., 2020). Rats were initially trained to press an active lever under a fixed ratio (FR) 1 schedule 131 

of sucrose pellet reinforcement, with the associated cue light indicating reward availability. Sucrose pellet 132 

training sessions, lasted two hours or until 100 pellets were acquired. Sucrose pellet self-administration was 133 

typically acquired in a single session and was acquired by all rats within three sessions. Rats were not food-134 

restricted during sucrose pellet training. As soon as a rat self-administered 100 pellets in a session, it was 135 

transitioned to cocaine (0.5 mg/kg/0.2 ml infusion), which was initially available under a FR1 schedule during 136 

daily 2-hr sessions. Infusions were delivered over the course of five seconds, followed by a 10-sec time-out 137 

period during which lever pressing was not reinforced and the cue light above the active lever switched off.  138 

Responding on a non-reinforced, inactive lever was also recorded. Once rats received 20 infusions under the 139 
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FR1 schedule, the response requirements were increased to FR2, and once 20 infusions were received under 140 

the FR2 schedule, the requirements were increased to FR4. When stable responding was observed under the 141 

FR4 schedule (>20 infusions for three consecutive sessions) was observed, self-administration continued for 142 

14 days, after which the cocaine syringe was replaced with saline and animals underwent extinction training. 143 

Extinction: Sessions were identical to self-administration conditions except that responding on the previously 144 

active lever resulted in saline infusions instead of cocaine.  Once responding dropped below the extinction 145 

criterion (<15 total lever presses/2-hr session for 2 of 3 last consecutive sessions), rats underwent surgical 146 

ovariectomy (see below). Reinstatement testing: Following a 1-week recovery from surgical ovariectomy, rats 147 

underwent additional extinction training until responding once again dropped below criterion followed by a test 148 

for reinstatement. Test sessions were 2-h in duration and otherwise identical to extinction sessions. Rats were 149 

tested multiple times for reinstatement using a counterbalanced design and extinction criterion re-established 150 

between tests. 151 

 152 

Surgical ovariectomy: All rats underwent surgical ovariectomy. Bilateral surgical ovariectomy was conducted 153 

using a dorsal approach as previously reported (Doncheck et al., 2018) under isoflurane anesthesia.  154 

Successful ovariectomy was verified one week later by microscopy determination of estrous cycle using 155 

vaginal tissue samples obtained through distilled water lavage.  Following recovery, rats were designated for 156 

reinstatement testing or electrophysical recording.  157 

 158 

Electrophysiology. Acutely isolated brain slices containing the PrL-PFC were acquired from rats with no history 159 

of cocaine self-administration (postnatal day 165 ± 6) approximately 31 ± 5 (mean ± SE) days following 160 

ovariectomy. These rats were lightly anesthetized using isoflurane and decapitated. Coronal brain slices were 161 

made at 300µm with a Leica VT1000S vibratome in oxygenated (95%O2:5%CO2) ice cold (slush) sucrose-162 

based solution containing 229mM sucrose, 1.9mM KCl, 1.2mM NaH2PO4, 33mM NaHCO3, 10mM glucose, 163 

0.4mM ascorbic acid, 6mM MgCl2, and 0.5mM CaCl2. Slices were allowed to recover in a solution containing 164 

119mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 1mM NaH2PO4, 26.2mM NaHCO3, 11mM glucose, 0.4mM ascorbic acid, 4mM 165 
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MgCl2, and 1mM CaCl2 for 10 minutes at 31°C then allowed to slowly cool to room temperature for a minimum 166 

of 35 minutes. Following incubation, slices were transferred to a recording chamber and imaged under an 167 

upright microscope (Q Imaging Rolera and Olympus BX51WI). Slices were maintained at 31 ± 2 °C using an 168 

inline temperature controller (Warner Instrument Corporation TC-344B) and perfused with oxygenated 169 

recording aCSF (125mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl, 25mM NaHCO3, 10mM glucose, 0.4mM ascorbic acid, 1.3mM 170 

MgCl2, and 2mM CaCl2) at a constant rate of 1.5-2.5 ml/min. Data acquisition was performed using an 171 

Integrated Patch Amplifier (IPA, Sutter Instrument) and analysis software Igor Pro 7 (WaveMetrics, Inc.).  172 

Pyramidal neurons were identified as previously described (Anderson et al., 2019; Hearing et al., 2013). 173 

Miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (i.e., AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs) and miniature inhibitory 174 

postsynaptic currents (GABAAR-mediated mIPSC) were recorded from the same neurons in the presence of 175 

the Na+ channel blocker lidocaine (0.7 mM) while voltage-clamped at -70 mV or 0mV, respectively. Borosilicate 176 

electrodes (2.5-4.5 MΩ) were filled with 120mM CsMeSO4, 15mM CsCl, 10mM TEA-Cl, 8mM NaCl, 10mM 177 

HEPES, 5mM EGTA, 0.1mM spermine, 5mM QX-314, 4mM ATP-Mg, and 0.3mM GTP-Na (pH 7.4). Only 178 

recordings with a series resistance of 10-40 MΩ that were collected within five hours of slicing were used in 179 

data analysis. Signals were filtered at 2 kHz and recordings were sampled at 20kHz.  180 

Water-soluble E2 was supplied encapsulated in HBC. Stock solution of encapsulated E2 (934.24 µM) 181 

was freshly dissolved in aCSF containing 10% DMSO and further diluted into aCSF for a final concentration of 182 

0.934 µM encapsulated E2 in 0.01% DMSO in accord with past work (e.g., Wong and Moss, 1991). The final 183 

HBC concentration was 3.721 µM, well below that demonstrated to promote the activation of GABAA receptors 184 

(Pytel et al., 2006).  For all recordings, a 5-min equilibration period was given after achieving whole-cell status.  185 

Prior to drug (E2, agonists, antagonists), baselines were taken following 5-10-min application of the same 186 

concentration of HBC and DMSO in aCSF to ensure changes in synaptic activity are attributed to drug effects. 187 

A subset of recordings was performed where baseline was recorded in aCSF and following 10-min of HBC to 188 

ensure that HBC alone did not alter synaptic transmission and that extending the time post baseline did not 189 

alter the effects of E2 as studies with antagonist application required an additional 10 min of drug application 190 

(Figure 3G). Estrogen receptor antagonists were applied for 10 min following 5-min HBC baseline and in 191 
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conjunction with subsequent E2 application.  Estrogen receptor agonists were applied for 10 minutes following 192 

baseline recordings.  All antagonists and agonists were prepared in 100% DMSO with the latter diluted to a 193 

final concentration in the aCSF bath of 0.01% (v/v).   194 

 195 

Experiment #1:  196 

Potentiation of cocaine-primed reinstatement by systemic administration of E2 and estrogen receptor agonists.  197 

We previously found that proestrus-level E2 potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement (Doncheck et al, 2018). 198 

To re-establish this effect, rats (n=12) received iv catheters and underwent cocaine self-administration, 199 

extinction, and surgical ovariectomy. After post-operative recovery, extinction was re-established, and rats 200 

were tested for the ability of E2 (10 µg/kg, ip) or vehicle (containing HBC; 208.4 ug/kg, ip) to potentiate 201 

reinstatement in response to a 1.25 mg/kg priming dose of cocaine. The E2 dose was selected based on our 202 

previous work demonstrating that it mimics circulating proestrus levels (Doncheck et al., 2018; McHenry et al., 203 

2017). A dose of 1.25 mg/kg cocaine was chosen for all reinstatement tests as we have previously shown it to 204 

be subthreshold for cocaine-primed reinstatement in female rats following ovariectomy (Doncheck et al., 2018; 205 

Doncheck et al., 2020). For these studies (data in Figure 1B), each rat was tested under each of the following 206 

conditions in counter-balanced sequence: vehicle/saline, E2/saline, vehicle/cocaine, and E2/cocaine. E2 or 207 

vehicle was systemically administered (ip) 60 min prior to administration of cocaine or saline, after which rats 208 

were immediately placed into the operant chambers for reinstatement testing.   209 

In a separate group of rats, we used an agonist approach to determine whether ERα, ERβ, or GPER1 210 

activation is sufficient to potentiate cocaine-primed reinstatement (Figure 1C-E).  For reinstatement, rats 211 

received a sc injection of vehicle or an ERα (PPT, 1.0 mg/kg; Lund et al., 2005; Larson and Carroll, 2007; 212 

Kastenberger et al., 2011), ERβ (DPN, 1 mg/kg; Lund et al., 2005; Larson and Carroll, 2007; Kastenberger et 213 

al., 2011), or GPER1 (G-1, 1 mg/kg; Kastenberger et al., 2011) agonist, 30 min prior to a cocaine injection, as 214 

above.  Rats only received treatment with one agonist (PPT, n=5; DPN, n=7; G-1, n=6), and each rat was 215 

tested under the following conditions in counter-balanced sequence: vehicle/saline, agonist/saline, 216 

vehicle/cocaine, agonist/cocaine.  217 
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 218 

Experiment #2:  219 

Effects of E2 in the PrL-PFC on reinstatement of cocaine seeking and synaptic transmission.  220 

We previously localized the effects of E2 on cocaine-primed reinstatement to the PrL-PFC (Doncheck et al., 221 

2018). To re-establish this effect, rats (n=10) received bilateral cannulae targeting the PrL-PFC at the time of 222 

catheter implantation and subsequently underwent self-administration, extinction, and ovariectomy.  For 223 

reinstatement testing, E2 (5 µg, encapsulated in HBC) or vehicle (104.2 ug HBC/side) was micro-infused 224 

bilaterally into the PrL-PFC (0.3 µL/side over 60 sec) 15 minutes prior to cocaine or saline injections (ip) 225 

followed immediately by reinstatement testing (Figure 2A-C). Each rat was tested under the following 226 

conditions, in counter-balanced sequence: PrL vehicle/saline, PrL vehicle/cocaine, PrL E2/saline, PrL 227 

E2/cocaine. Rats were re-extinguished to criterion between tests, and animals with anatomical misses were 228 

excluded from the study (n = 2). 229 

 In a separate cohort of ovariectomized females with no history of cocaine, whole-cell voltage clamp 230 

recordings were conducted in PrL-PFC layer 5/6 pyramidal neurons. Following an initial period to allow cells to 231 

equilibrate to the internal solution, vehicle (HBC in 0.01% DMSO) was bath applied for 5-min, after which 232 

baseline measures of AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs and/or GABAAR-mediated mIPSCs were taken, followed by 233 

a second assessment 10 min after co-application of HBC and E2 (1 µM). 234 

 235 

Experiment #3:  236 

Contribution of estrogen receptors to PrL-E2 effects on reinstatement and inhibitory synaptic transmission.   237 

Antagonists for the ERα (MPP,16 µg/side; Dominguez-Ordonez et al., 2016), ERβ (PHTPP, 800 ng; Periera et 238 

al., 2014) or GPER1 (G-15, 7.5 ng; Kim et al., 2016) receptors were infused into the PrL-PFC to determine the 239 

contribution of estrogen receptor subtypes to E2-potentiated reinstatement. Antagonists were bilaterally 240 

infused (0.3 µL/side over 60 sec) 15 min prior to systemic injection of E2 or vehicle.  1-h later, rats were given 241 

a systemic injection of cocaine or saline (i.p.) followed by a 2-h reinstatement test.  A separate group of rats 242 

was used for each antagonist (MPP, n=7; PHTPP, n=10; G-15, n=8; Figure 3B-D). Within each group a 243 
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counterbalanced approach was used under the following conditions: PrL vehicle + E2/saline (ip); PrL vehicle + 244 

vehicle/cocaine; PrL vehicle + vehicle/saline; PrL vehicle + E2/cocaine; PrL antagonist + E2/cocaine.  As 245 

above, animals were re-extinguished to criterion between tests. Animals with anatomical misses were excluded 246 

(MPP, n = 0; PHTPP, n = 2; G-15, n = 1).  247 

To determine the mechanism by which E2 mediates its cellular effects, mIPSCs were examined in the 248 

presence of antagonists for ERα, ERβ, and GPER1 (Figure 3H-J).  Following 5 min application of HBC, MPP 249 

(3 µM; Wang et al., 2016), PHTPP (3 µM; Wang et al., 2016; Clemens et al., 2019), or G-15 (500 nM; Wang et 250 

al., 2016) were applied for 10 minutes followed by a subsequent 10-min application of E2 (1 µM) with 251 

antagonist. mIPSCs were recorded following each 10-min drug application. As studies with antagonist 252 

application required an additional 10 min of drug application following the baseline recording, a subset of 253 

experiments involved application of HBC for 10 min to ensure extending the time post baseline did not alter the 254 

effects of E2 on mIPSCs.   255 

 256 

Experiment #4:  257 

Effects of intra-PrL estrogen receptor agonist administration on reinstatement of cocaine seeking.  258 

To determine if PrL-PFC ERβ or GPER1 activation is sufficient to potentiate reinstatement, rats received 259 

bilateral PrL-PFC infusions (0.3 µL/side over 60 sec) of DPN (10 or 100 pg, Boulware et al., 2013) or G-1 (4 or 260 

40 ng; Kim et al., 2016), 15 minutes prior to administration of cocaine or saline (i.p.) and a subsequent 2-h 261 

reinstatement test. Separate groups of rats were used for each agonist (DPN n=8; G-1 n=8; Figure 4B-C). 262 

Within each group, a counterbalanced approach was used under the following conditions:  PrL vehicle/saline; 263 

PrL vehicle/cocaine; PrL agonist/saline, PrL agonist/cocaine. Rats were re-extinguished to criterion between 264 

tests and animals with anatomical misses were excluded from each study (DPN, n = 0; G-1, n = 1).   265 

To determine if activation of either ERβ or GPER1 receptors is sufficient to reduce PrL-PFC inhibitory 266 

synaptic transmission, we measured agonist-induced effects on mIPSCs (Figure 4F-G).  mIPSC baseline was 267 

obtained 10 minutes after HBC application as well as following a 10-min application of DPN (100nM, Huang 268 

and Woolley, 2012) or G-1 (100 nM; Oberlander and Woolley, 2016). An additional assessment was taken 269 
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following a subsequent 10-min application of both agonist and E2 in combination to determine if E2 had further 270 

effects on inhibitory synaptic transmission.  271 

 272 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis: 273 

All sample sizes were determined using power analyses with parameters based on prior results. Reinstatement 274 

of cocaine-seeking behavior was assessed in Experiments 1-4. Cocaine (lever presses/2-h session) in these 275 

experiments was analyzed within-subjects across treatment conditions and between corresponding extinction 276 

and reinstatement sessions using 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA.  When applicable, Bonferroni-corrected 277 

t-tests comparisons were performed using SPSS Statistic Software. MiniAnalysis (Synaptosoft) was used to 278 

analyze slice electrophysiology data collected in Experiments 2-4. Datasets were compared with paired 279 

Student's t-test or a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with significant findings further explored using 280 

Tukeys post-hoc comparisons. Recording obtained with an amplitude or frequency ± 2SD from the mean was 281 

excluded from analyses. Electrophysiology sample sizes are denoted as n for the number of recordings/cells 282 

and N for the number of rats. In all cases, results were considered to be significant at p < 0.05. 283 

 284 

Results 285 

Cocaine Self-Administration and Extinction 286 

Cocaine self-administration (infusions/session for each group) and extinction (responding and number of days 287 

to meet criteria) data for experiments in which reinstatement was tested are included in Table 1. 288 

 289 

Experiment #1: E2-potentiation of cocaine-primed reinstatement is mimicked by activation of ERβ and GPER1. 290 

In agreement with our past findings (Doncheck et al., 2018), we found that reproducing proestrus-level E2 291 

concentrations in the blood potentiated cocaine-primed reinstatement (n= 16; Figure 1B). A 2 x 4 within-subject 292 

ANOVA with reinstatement (extinction vs. reinstatement) x treatment condition (vehicle/saline, vehicle/cocaine, 293 

E2/saline, E2/cocaine) revealed significant main effects of reinstatement (F(1,44)=6.39; p=0.02) and treatment 294 

(F(3,44)=3.03; p=0.04) and a significant interaction between treatment and reinstatement (F(3,44)=4.59; 295 
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p<0.01). Post-hoc comparisons showed that the combination of E2 and cocaine administration (p<0.05 vs. 296 

extinction) but not vehicle/saline, vehicle/cocaine, or E2/saline increased responding above extinction levels. 297 

Moreover, responding during the reinstatement session was significantly increased following E2/cocaine in 298 

combination compared to that following E2/saline or vehicle/cocaine (p<0.05).   299 

The ability of E2 to potentiate reinstatement was reproduced by administration of the ERβ agonist, DPN 300 

(Fig 1C), but not the ERα agonist, PPT (Fig 1D), or the GPER1 agonist, G1 (Fig 1E).  Separate 2 x 4 within-301 

subject reinstatement x treatment (vehicle/saline, vehicle/cocaine, agonist/saline, agonist/cocaine) ANOVAs 302 

were used to assess the effects of each agonist on reinstatement of cocaine seeking.  For the DPN and G1 303 

cohorts, no main effects of reinstatement (DPN: F(1,16)=1.04, p=0.32; G-1: F(1,17)=0.46, p=0.57) or treatment 304 

(DPN: F(3,16)=2.22, p=0.46; G-1: F(3,17)=0.83, p=0.29) or reinstatement x treatment interactions (DPN: 305 

F(3,16)=2.24, p=0.12; G-1: F(3,17)=0.76, p=0.39) were found. Examination of effects in the DPN cohort using 306 

a 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of reinstatement (F(1,22)=5.26, p=0.03) and a 307 

significant interaction between reinstatement and treatment (F(3,22)=3.10, p=0.05), but no overall effect of 308 

treatment (F(3,22)=1.50, p=0.08). Post-hoc testing showed that, similar to E2, the combination of DPN and 309 

cocaine (p<0.05) but not vehicle/saline, vehicle/cocaine, or DPN/saline increased responding above extinction 310 

levels.  Additionally, responding during the reinstatement session was significantly increased following the 311 

DPN/cocaine combination compared to that following vehicle/cocaine (p<0.05), albeit not DPN/saline.   312 

 313 

Experiment #2:  PrL-PFC E2 potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement and reduces GABAAR-mediated 314 

synaptic transmission. 315 

To confirm our previous findings that the PrL-PFC is a site of action by which E2 potentiates cocaine seeking 316 

(Doncheck et al, 2018), rats received bilateral E2 micro-infusions prior to a cocaine injection (Figure 2A for 317 

design). Similar to systemic E2, only the combination of E2 and cocaine significantly increased lever pressing 318 

compared to extinction responding (Figure 2C). A two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect 319 

of reinstatement, (F(1,28)=6.16, p=0.02), treatment (F(3,28)=3.44, p=0.03), and a reinstatement x treatment 320 

interaction (F(3,28)=4.06, p=0.02).   321 
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To better understand the cellular mechanisms underlying PrL E2-potentiated reinstatement, we 322 

conducted whole-cell voltage clamp recordings in PrL L5/6 pyramidal neurons (Figure 2D-H) of ovariectomized 323 

females with no history of cocaine self-administration. Examination of excitatory signaling (AMPAR-mediated 324 

mEPSCs) showed that E2 bath application did not alter overall mEPSC amplitude or frequency (amplitude: 325 

t(7)= 2.22, p=0.06; frequency: (t(7)= -1.24, p=0.25; n=8/N=4; Fig 2E-F). By contrast, E2 significantly reduced 326 

the frequency but not amplitude of GABAAR-mediated mIPSC (frequency: t(6)= 3.24, p=0.02; amplitude t(6)= 327 

0.05, p=0.96; n=7, N=5; Fig 2G-H).  328 

 329 

Experiment #3: Intra-PrL-PFC ERβ and GPER1 antagonism blocks E2-dependent reinstatement and 330 

suppression of GABAAR-mediated synaptic transmission.  331 

We next examined the contributions of ERα, ERβ, and GPER1 receptor signaling to E2-mediated effects on 332 

cocaine-primed reinstatement and synaptic inhibition (see Fig 3A for design). Intra-PrL infusion of the ERα 333 

antagonist, MPP, did not prevent E2-potentiated reinstatement (Figure 3B). A 2-way repeated measures 334 

ANOVA revealed a main effect of reinstatement (F(1,33)=8.76, p<0.01), treatment (F(4,33)=4.10, p<0.01), and 335 

a reinstatement x treatment  interaction (F(4,33)=9.41, p<0.01). Post-hoc testing revealed that while the 336 

combination of systemic E2 and cocaine significantly increased lever pressing relative to extinction, this 337 

occurred regardless of whether rats received a prior infusion of MPP or vehicle (p<0.05). Comparison across 338 

reinstatement test conditions using one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed that active lever responding 339 

during reinstatement was significantly greater in rats that received systemic E2 and cocaine following intra-PrL 340 

infusion of either vehicle or MPP compared to all other reinstatement conditions (F(4,30)=6.63;p<0.01; p<0.05 341 

for each comparison), however active lever pressing did not differ between these two groups. 342 

In contrast to ERα, antagonism of ERβ with a bilateral intra-PrL infusion of PHTPP blocked E2-343 

potentiated reinstatement (Figure 3C). A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA showed significant main effects of 344 

reinstatement (F(1,35)=6.06; p=0.02) and treatment (F(4,35=4.06; p<0.01) and a significant reinstatement x 345 

treatment interaction (F(4,35)=6.78 p<0.01).  Post hoc tests show that, relative to extinction, lever responding 346 

was elevated in rats when receiving an infusion of vehicle prior to systemic E2 and cocaine, but not following 347 
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infusion of PHTPP (p<0.05). Comparison across test conditions revealed that active lever responding was also 348 

increased by intra-PrL vehicle E2/cocaine treatment compared to all other reinstatement conditions 349 

(F(4,39)=6.87;p<0.01; p<0.05 for each comparison).  350 

Using a similar approach to antagonize GPER1 signaling, intra-PrL G-15 delivery also prevented E2-351 

potentiated reinstatement (Figure 3D). A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant main effects 352 

of reinstatement (F(1,30)=0.60; p=0.45) or treatment (F(4,30=0.94; p=0.46) but revealed a significant 353 

reinstatement x treatment interaction (F(4,30)=2.81, p=0.04). Post-hoc testing revealed that active lever 354 

responding was increased relative to extinction only when rats received an intra-PrL vehicle infusion followed 355 

by systemic E2 and cocaine.  Further, comparison across test conditions showed that active lever responding 356 

was significantly greater with intra-PrL vehicle E2/cocaine compared to all other reinstatement conditions 357 

(p<0.05 for each comparison). Placements for all rats that received intra-PrL vehicle or antagonist infusions are 358 

depicted in Figure 3E. 359 

To determine if effects of E2 on inhibitory synaptic transmission were also attributable to a specific 360 

estrogen receptor subtype; whole-cell recordings were performed in the presence of receptor antagonists 361 

(Figure 3F for design). Similar to our initial findings, mIPSC frequency was reduced following application of E2 362 

(5.90±1.17 Hz) compared to the initial aCSF baseline (7.96±1.19 Hz, p<0.01) and the secondary HBC baseline 363 

(7.96±1.19 Hz, p<0.01; F(2,10)= 12.49 p=0.002; n=6/N=5).  No differences were observed in mIPSC frequency 364 

between aCSF and HBC baselines (p=1.00).  Further, no differences in mIPSC amplitude were observed 365 

between aCSF (20.88±1.86 pA), HBC (18.49±1.46 pA), or HBC/E2 (18.23±1.48 pA; F(2,10)= 3.23, p=0.08; 366 

n=6, N=5; Fig3G). Importantly, these data replicate initial observations with E2 and demonstrate that HBC 367 

under these conditions does not impact GABAAR signaling.  368 

Subsequent assessment of estrogen receptor contribution showed that effects of E2 on mIPSC 369 

frequency were not prevented by MPP (F(2,18)= 10.79, p<0.001; n=10/N=5; Figure 3H).  Post hoc 370 

comparisons showed that application of MPP alone did not alter mIPSC frequency (7.69±1.03 Hz) compared to 371 

HBC (HBC: 8.15±0.99 Hz, p= 0.43), however mIPSC frequency was significantly reduced following co-372 

application of MPP and E2 (6.21±0.81 Hz) versus HBC baseline (p<0.001) and HBC with MPP (p=0.012).  373 
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Similarly, MPP did not alter mIPSC amplitude (20.53±1.36 pA) compared to HBC baseline (22.12±1.39 pA, 374 

p=0.16), but co-application of MPP and E2 produced a significant reduction (17.98±0.90 pA; F(2,18)= 12.90, 375 

p<0.01).  In contrast, E2-dependent reductions in mIPSC frequency were no longer observed in the presence 376 

of PHTPP (F(2, 14)=1.81, p=0.20), with no differences observed across HBC baseline (HBC:8.79±0.66 Hz) 377 

versus co-application of PHTPP (7.86±0.43 Hz) or PHTPP/E2 (7.56±0.70 Hz). Effects were also not observed 378 

on mIPSC amplitude across any condition (HBC: 20.69±2.4pA, PHTPP: 18.96±0.9pA, PHTPP/E2: 379 

17.56±0.89pA; F(2, 14)=1.54, p=0.25; n=8/N=5; Fig 3I).  380 

Examination of GPER1 contributions showed an overall reduction in mIPSC frequency and amplitude 381 

across treatments (frequency: F(2, 14)= 4.65, p=0.03; amplitude (F(2,14)= 10.88, p<0.01; n=8/N=5; Figure 3J). 382 

Post hoc analysis showed that similar to MPP, co-application of G15 and E2 resulted in significant reductions 383 

in frequency (7.02±1.12 Hz) and amplitude (16.42±0.92 pA) compared to HBC baseline (frequency: 9.17±1.66 384 

Hz, p=0.04; amplitude: 20.51±1.52 pA, p<0.01).  However, this significance was driven in part by G-15 385 

application (frequency: 7.28±1.00 Hz; amplitude:18.05±0.93pA) following HBC baseline (frequency: p=0.07, 386 

amplitude: p=0.04), as no reduction in frequency or amplitude was observed with G-15 and E2 co-application 387 

compared to G-15 alone (frequency: p=0.94;  amplitude: p=0.19; Fig 3J).  Taken together, these findings 388 

suggest that, similar to behavioral effects, ERβ and GPER1 activation, but not ERα activation, is necessary for 389 

E2-dependent reductions in GABAergic transmission in PrL layer 5/6 pyramidal neurons.  390 

 391 

Experiment #4: Activation of PrL-PFC ERβ, but not GPER1, reproduces effects of E2 on cocaine seeking 392 

reinstatement and GABAAR-mediated synaptic transmission. 393 

To determine the sufficiency of ERβ for E2-potentiated reinstatement, DPN or vehicle was micro-infused 394 

bilaterally into the PrL-PFC prior to a saline or cocaine injection and reinstatement testing (see Fig 4A for 395 

design). As was the case with E2, only DPN in combination with cocaine potentiated reinstatement (Fig 4B). A 396 

2-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of reinstatement (F(1,42)=3.94, p=0.05) but not 397 

treatment (F(5,42)=2.24, p=0.07), and a significant interaction between reinstatement and treatment 398 

(F(5,42)=2.38, p=0.05). Post-hoc testing showed that vehicle, DPN, and cocaine combined with vehicle did not 399 
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elevate cocaine seeking relative to extinction. However, lever pressing was increased by the combination of 400 

cocaine and infusion of the 100 pg, but not 10 pg, DPN dose (p<0.05). Further, comparison across 401 

reinstatement conditions revealed that active lever pressing was increased by the combination of intra-PrL 100 402 

pg DPN/cocaine relative to the 100 pg DPN/saline and vehicle/saline conditions (F(5,47)=3.15; p=0.02). Using 403 

a similar approach to assess GPER1 sufficiency, we found that intra-PrL G-1 did not potentiate reinstatement 404 

to a subthreshold cocaine injection (Figure 4C). A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed no main effect 405 

of reinstatement (F(1,36)=2.48; p=0.12), treatment (F(5,36)=1.64; p=0.77) or interaction (F(5,36)=0.27; 406 

p=0.93), indicating that PrL-PFC GPER1 activation is insufficient to potentiate reinstatement of cocaine 407 

seeking.  Placements for infusions are depicted in Figure 4D. 408 

Whole-cell recordings in cocaine naïve rats showed that similar to the selective ability of ERβ activation 409 

to increase cocaine seeking reinstatement, activation of ERβ, but not GPER1, sufficiently reduced GABAAR-410 

IPSCs (see Fig 4E for design). Analogous to ex vivo effects of E2, bath application of DPN significantly 411 

reduced mIPSC frequency (5.33±0.67 Hz) compared to HBC baseline (7.52±0.82 Hz, p<0.01). Subsequent co-412 

application of E2 further reduced frequency compared to baseline (5.03±0.77 Hz, p<0.01), but not compared to 413 

DPN alone (p=0.86; F(2,14)= 11.57, p<0.01; n=8/N; Fig4F).  In contrast to previously observed effects of E2, 414 

DPN reduced mIPSC amplitude (16.10±0.99 pA) compared to HBC baseline (18.24±1.07 pA, p=0.03).  mIPSC 415 

amplitude in the presence of DPN and E2 (15.39±0.75) was also lower than baseline (p=0.004) but did not 416 

differ from DPN alone (p=0.59; F(2,14)= 8.52, p<0.01). Conversely, activation of GPER1 did not suppress 417 

mIPSCs as no significant differences in mIPSC frequency (F(2,14)=3.70) or mIPSC amplitude (F(2,14)=1.02) 418 

were observed comparing baseline, G1 alone, and G1 + E2 (Figure 4G). As a role for ERα in drug-seeking 419 

reinstatement was not identified in either systemic or intra-PrL experiments nor was ERα necessary for the 420 

reductions in mIPSC frequency following E2 application, ERα tests of sufficiency from these studies were not 421 

performed.  422 

 423 

Discussion 424 
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Consistent with findings that cocaine craving is greater in women (Robbins et al., 1999; Elman et al., 2001; 425 

Kennedy et al., 2013), we and others have found that female rats are more susceptible to cocaine-primed 426 

reinstatement than males (Lynch and Carroll, 2000; Kerstetter et al., 2008; Doncheck et al., 2020).  Moreover, 427 

similar to what is observed with drug seeking in response to stressors and cocaine-associated cues 428 

(Feltenstein et al., 2011; Doncheck et al., 2020), we have found that low-dose cocaine-primed reinstatement is 429 

most pronounced in proestrus when circulating levels of E2 are elevated (Doncheck et al., 2018). Notably, this 430 

finding is in contrast to some reports that sensitivity to cocaine-primed reinstatement is increased during estrus 431 

(Kippin et al., 2005; Feltenstein and See, 2007; Nicolas et al., 2019). Based on these observations, we 432 

hypothesize that elevated E2 contributes to sex- and reproductive cycle-dependent differences in relapse 433 

susceptibility. In support of this hypothesis, our present findings demonstrate that mimicking proestrus-level E2 434 

concentrations potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement in ovariectomized female rats through actions in the 435 

PrL-PFC. Moreover, we find that E2-dependent increases in the reinstatement of extinguished cocaine seeking 436 

requires the coordinated activation of ERβ and GPER1 in the PrL-PFC but does not involve ERα.  Finally, we 437 

demonstrate that E2-dependent effects are likely attributable to reductions in GABA release and signaling via 438 

GABAA receptors. Overall, our data indicate that the E2-induced activation of ERβ and GPER1 contribute to 439 

the influence of sex and reproductive phase on relapse susceptibility by attenuating the synaptic inhibition of 440 

PrL-PFC outputs.  441 

Elevated estrogens during the menstrual cycle, as well as estradiol administration to peri- or post-442 

menopausal women, is associated with task- dependent changes in PFC reactivity and alterations in PFC-443 

dependent cognition and emotional processing (Joffe et al., 2006; Amin et al., 2006; Dreher et al., 2007; 444 

Zeidan et al., 2011; Girard et al., 2017). A similar E2-dependent regulation has also been observed in the PrL-445 

PFC in female rats (Sinopoli et al., 2006). E2 regulation of PFC activity may have implications for substance 446 

use disorders, as PFC activity under conditions that promote drug craving is increased in women compared to 447 

men (Kilts et al., 2004) and E2-potentiation of cocaine seeking in female rodents corresponds to heightened 448 

PrL c-fos reactivity (Zhou et al., 2014).  449 
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ERα, ERβ, and GPER1 are all expressed in the rat PrL-PFC and are primarily localized to 450 

axons/terminals, although some post-synaptic and astrocytic expression has been reported (Kritzer and 451 

Creutz, 2008; Almey et al., 2014; Crimins et al., 2017). These receptors are largely membrane-associated in 452 

the PFC (Almey et al., 2014) and participate in the non-canonical rapid signaling through which E2 influences 453 

synaptic physiology (Woolley, 2007). It has been reported that ERβ is predominantly expressed by fast-spiking 454 

parvalbumin-positive (PV+) interneurons in the neocortex (Blurton-Jones et al., 2004). Consistent with this 455 

expression profile, we find that E2 attenuates pyramidal neuron mIPSC frequency but not amplitude and that 456 

this effect is ERβ-dependent. Thus, we hypothesize that ERβ activation attenuates GABA release from PV+ 457 

interneurons in the PrL-PFC, thereby reducing inhibitory regulation of pyramidal neuron output pathways that 458 

mediate drug seeking. Accordingly, the effects of E2 on mIPSC frequency were reproduced by the ERβ 459 

agonist, DPN, and prevented by the ERβ antagonist, PHTPP – effects that paralleled those on the 460 

reinstatement of cocaine seeking.  The mechanism through which ERβ attenuates GABA release is unclear. 461 

Localization to PV+ interneurons would imply direct regulation of firing patterns and/or release. However, we 462 

cannot rule out the possibility of indirect regulation of GABA release (e.g., via endocannabinoid mobilization) 463 

as we have previously shown that glucocorticoid-potentiated cocaine seeking also aligns with suppression of 464 

mIPSC frequency in the PrL-PFC via increased synthesis of 2-AG and retrograde activation of CB1 receptors 465 

(McReynolds et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2011; Doncheck et al., 2020). Similar to the influence of corticosterone, we 466 

found that the effects of systemic E2 on cocaine seeking are attenuated by PrL micro-infusions of the CB1 467 

receptor inverse agonist, AM251 (Doncheck et al., 2018). Future work will determine if the mechanism 468 

underlying ERβ effects on inhibitory transmission overlaps with that of glucocorticoids or if it is complementary, 469 

thereby allowing for additive effects. 470 

Behavioral and electrophysiological data in the current study demonstrate that ERβ in the PrL-PFC is 471 

necessary for E2-mediated effects and is sufficient to potentiate reinstatement of cocaine seeking and 472 

suppress GABAergic transmission. However, the contribution of GPER1 in these effects appears more 473 

complex. As was the case with cocaine-seeking reinstatement, antagonism of GPER1 prevented E2-474 

dependent reductions in mIPSC frequency.  However, agonist-induced activation of GPER1 failed to reproduce 475 
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effects of E2 on behavior and synaptic transmission, suggesting that GPER1 may work in concert with ERβ to 476 

play a permissive role in E2 effects on inhibitory synaptic transmission. In support, GPER1 and ERβ have 477 

similar expression profiles in the PFC, however the degree to which they colocalize and if and how they 478 

interact is not known. Notably, there is some evidence that GPER1 collaborates with other estrogen receptors 479 

to regulate cellular function and behavior (Hadjimarkou and Vasudevan, 2018). However, most of these 480 

interactions appear to involve ERα, which has been found to be phosphorylated in the hippocampus following 481 

GPER1 activation in male rats (Hart et al., 2014). Unlike previous findings in the hippocampus (Huang and 482 

Woolley, 2012), we found no evidence of ERα mediation of E2 effects in the PrL-PFC on either synaptic 483 

transmission or behavior.  Future studies aimed at understanding the cellular mechanisms through which 484 

GPER1 contributes to E2-mediated influences on PrL-PFC physiology and behavior will have important 485 

implications. 486 

 Although we did not observe an overall significant effect of E2 on excitatory synaptic transmission, it is 487 

noteworthy that a subset of pyramidal neurons displayed increases in mEPSC frequency. Thus, E2 likely also 488 

promotes changes in excitatory drive in a subpopulation of PrL-PFC neurons. In agreement, ERβ-dependent 489 

E2-induced increases in mEPSC frequency have been reported in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons with 490 

subpopulation effects (Oberlander and Woolley, 2016). Additionally, while we did not examine the effects of E2 491 

on intrinsic excitability, it has also been reported that E2 slice application enhances excitability in the infralimbic 492 

medial PFC (Yousuf et al., 2019). It will be important to more selectively characterize the influence of E2 on 493 

intrinsic membrane physiology and excitatory synaptic signaling to fully understand how E2 impacts PrL-PFC 494 

function. 495 

 There are several limitations to this study that should be acknowledged. First, although rats were 496 

gonadally intact throughout SA and extinction, reinstatement testing was conducted following ovariectomy to 497 

permit temporally precise production of proestrus E2 levels; isolation of estrogen receptor mechanisms and 498 

ovariectomy has been reported to alter estrogen receptor expression (Ehret and Buckenmaier, 1994; 499 

Rose'Meyer et al., 2003). Moreover, our experiments do not address alterations in progesterone, which has 500 
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been found to suppress cocaine seeking in rats (Anker et al., 2007; Feltenstein et al., 2009). Second, although 501 

there is close alignment between the findings from our behavior and electrophysiology studies, synaptic 502 

physiology was assessed only in rats with no history of cocaine SA. Thus, these experiments do not account 503 

for potential cocaine-induced neuroadaptations in estrogen receptors. Third, testing was only conducted in 504 

female rats. The estrogen-synthesizing enzyme, aromatase (CYP19A1), ERβ, and GPER1 are all expressed in 505 

the male PFC (Hutson et al., 2019) and, therefore, it is possible that E2 can regulate drug seeking via similar 506 

PrL-PFC mechanisms in male rats.  Fourth, while our findings implicate ERβ and GPER1 signaling and, likely, 507 

regulation of inhibitory synaptic transmission in the PrL-PFC in E2-potentiated cocaine seeking, they do not 508 

address the heterogeneous population of pyramidal neurons in the region.  Future experiments isolating 509 

neuronal subpopulations based on efferent targets and/or molecular phenotypes are needed. Finally, while our 510 

results implicate signaling in the PrL-PFC in E2-potentiated cocaine seeking, they do not rule out contributions 511 

of other brain regions to systemic E2 and sex-/phase-dependent effects. Indeed, E2 exerts effects in other 512 

brain regions involved in drug seeking (see e.g., Peterson et al., 2016; Vandegrift et al., 2017; Song et al 513 

2019). 514 

 In conclusion, these findings provide a better mechanistic understanding of how estrogens regulate 515 

relapse to cocaine use and may contribute to sex- and reproductive phase-dependent differences in drug 516 

seeking. Moreover, as hormonal regulation of the PrL-PFC likely influences numerous processes related to 517 

goal-directed/motivated behavior, cognition, behavioral flexibility and attention, these results may provide 518 

broader insight into how estrogen-mediated reproductive brain states guide behavior. 519 

  520 
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Table 1: Final sample size (n) and cocaine self-administration and extinction data for each experiment 696 
and experimental group. 697 

    
Exp # 

 
Group 

 
n 

Self-Administration 
(responses/2-h 
session ±S.E.) 

Extinction 
(responses/2-h 
session ±S.E.) 

 
Extinction Duration 
(# sessions ±S.E.) 

Day1 Day14 First Last 

1 E2 (i.p.) 12 118.9 
± 6.9 

113.3 ± 
8.8 

108.9 ± 
16.2 

12.6 ± 
1.1 

16.6 ± 2.9 

 PPT (i.p.) 5 119.8 ± 
13.9 

116.0 ± 
26.7 

97.7 ± 
28.9 

10.5 ± 
1.9 

20.8 ± 6.6 

 DPN (i.p.) 7 119.8 ± 
13.9 

123.8 ± 
28.8 

113.3 ± 
34.6 

11.6 ± 
1.9 

24.5 ± 7.1 

 G-1 (i.p.) 6 123.3 ± 
2.9 

113.8 ± 
10.3 

107.3 ± 
14.1 

11.0 ± 
2.1 

15.0 ± 4.5 

2 E2 (intra-PrL) 8 126.5 ± 
9.2 

127.8 ± 
13.2 

94.8 ± 
20.6 

11.8 ± 
0.9 

15.0 ± 3.0 

3 MPP (intra-PrL 7 112.0 ± 
10.6 

124.5 ± 
12.3 

116.7 ± 
22.7 

13.8 ± 
1.9 

18.2 ± 6.5 

 PHTPP (intra-
PrL) 

8 110.4 ± 
8.5 

107.1 ± 
5.5 

104.7 ± 
24.3 

12.0 ± 
2.0 

21.0 ± 4.6 

 G-15 (intra-
PrL) 

7 124.5 ± 
13.2 

108.0 ± 
11.2 

97.5 ± 
31.5 

11.9 ± 
1.9 

18.6 ± 4.4 

4 DPN (intra-PrL) 8 129.8 ± 
9.2 

126.3 ± 
15.2 

111.0 ± 
28.9 

11.6 ± 
1.1 

15.6 ± 4.4 

 G-1 (intra-PrL) 7 125.3 ± 
2.8 

120.8 ± 
12.5 

129.0 ± 
9.8 

13.3 ± 
1.7 

18.1 ± 4.5 
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Figure Legends: 699 

Figure 1: Systemic administration of estradiol (E2) or an ERβ agonist, but not an ERα or GPER1 700 
agonist, potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement following self-administration, extinction, and 701 
ovariectomy.  (A) Schematic outlining the experimental timeline of self-administration (SA), extinction, 702 
ovariectomy (OVX), and reinstatement testing (RI) for the effects of systemic administration of E2, vehicle 703 
(Veh), or estrogen receptor agonists prior to a cocaine (coc, 1.25 mg/kg) or saline (sal) priming injection.  704 
Separate cohorts were used for E2 and agonist administration but underwent multiple testing conditions using 705 
a counter balanced design. Systemic effects of (B) E2, (C) the ERα agonist PPT, (D) the ERβ agonist DPN, 706 
and (E) the GPER1 agonist G1 on active lever presses during a 2-h reinstatement test. In each case, cocaine, 707 
E2, PPT, DPN, or G1 alone did not alter reinstatement.  The combination of cocaine and E2 and cocaine and 708 
DPN, but not cocaine, E2, PPT, DPN, or G1 alone increased responding compared to extinction.  Active lever 709 
pressing was also higher in E2/cocaine and DPN/cocaine groups compared to all other testing conditions 710 
within their respective groups. *p<0.05 vs. extinction. 711 

Figure 2: Prelimbic prefrontal cortex (PrL-PFC) estradiol (E2) potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement 712 
and attenuates inhibitory synaptic transmission in PrL-PFC pyramidal neurons. (A) Schematic depicting 713 
the experimental timeline of behavior studies involving SA, extinction, OVX, and intra-PrL infusions of E2 or 714 
Veh prior to priming injections and subsequent reinstatement testing.  (B) Schematics depicting the E2 micro-715 
infusion strategy and PrL-PFC cannula placements. (C) Comparison of mean active lever presses during 716 
reinstatement testing shows that bilateral micro-infusions of E2 elevated responding compared to extinction 717 
and that this responding was greater compared to all other testing conditions. (D) Experimental timeline of ex 718 
vivo whole-cell recordings in PrL-PFC layer 5/6 pyramidal neurons from OXV rats with no history of cocaine. 719 
Data was collected at time points denoted by arrows. (E) Representative traces for mEPSCs recorded at -70 720 
mV and (G) mIPSCs recorded at 0 mV following bath application of HBC (top, gray) and E2 (bottom, purple)  721 
(scale: 20pA/0.10sec). (F) Within cell comparison shows that application of E2 failed to alter mEPSC frequency 722 
(left) and amplitude (right) compared to vehicle. (H) Within cell comparisons show that application of E2 723 
significantly reduced mIPSC frequency but not amplitude compared to vehicle. *p<0.05 vs. extinction, #p<0.05, 724 
E2 vs. HBC. 725 

Figure 3: Estradiol (E2) potentiation of cocaine-primed reinstatement and E2 reductions in inhibitory 726 
synaptic transmission in PrL-PFC pyramidal neurons require activation of PrL-PFC ERβ and GPER1, 727 
but not ERα. (A) Experimental timeline of experiments involving female rats implanted with bilateral guide 728 
cannulae targeting the PrL-PFC prior to cocaine self-administration, extinction, ovariectomy (OVX), and testing 729 
for the effects of intra-PrL antagonism of ERα, ERβ and GPER1 on E2-potentiated cocaine-primed 730 
reinstatement. Intra-PrL effects of (B) the ERα antagonist MPP, (C) the ERβ antagonist PHTPP and (D) the 731 
GPER1 antagonist G15 on E2-potentiated active lever pressing during a 2-h reinstatement test are shown 732 
compared to extinction. In each case E2 in combination with cocaine elevated lever responding following intra-733 
PrL vehicle micro-infusions, while vehicle/saline, vehicle/cocaine, and E2/saline did not. PrL-PFC micro-734 
infusions of PHTPP or G15, but not MPP, blocked E2/cocaine-induced increases in responding relative to 735 
extinction. (E)  Schematic depicting PrL-PFC cannula placements. (F) Timeline of ex vivo whole-cell recordings 736 
in PrL-PFC layer 5/6 pyramidal neurons examining mIPSC frequency and amplitude in aCSF, following 10-min 737 
application of (HBC), and 10 min application of HBC + E2 (top; data in Figure 3G) and (bottom) timeline of 738 
recordings performed following 5 min application of HBC, 10 min of HBC + antagonist, and 10 min of HBC + 739 
antagonist + E2 (data in Figure 3 I-K).  Data was collected at time points denoted by arrows. (G) mIPSC 740 
frequency and amplitude (bottom) and representative traces (top).  Dotted line denotes mean frequency and 741 
amplitude of mIPSCs collected in aCSF.   Extended vehicle application did not alter frequency or amplitude of 742 
mIPSCs and subsequent E2 decreased mIPSC frequency but not amplitude (Fig 3G; **p<0.05 vs. HBC). 743 
Effects of E2 in the presence of (H) MPP, (I) PHTPP, and (J) G15 on mIPSC. Panels include representative 744 
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recordings (top) during application of HBC, antagonist alone, and antagonist with E2 (scale: 20pA/0.10sec). 745 
Graphs (bottom) depict mIPSC frequency and amplitude with antagonist in combination with HBC vehicle or E2 746 
with HBC baseline measures represented as dashed lines.  **p<0.05 vs. HBC + MPP; ##p<0.05 vs. HBC 747 
baseline. 748 

Figure 4: PrL-PFC ERβ but not GPER1 activation potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement and 749 
decreases inhibitory synaptic transmission in PrL-PFC pyramidal neurons. (A) Timeline of experiments 750 
involving female rats implanted with bilateral guide cannulae targeting the PrL-PFC prior to cocaine self-751 
administration, extinction, ovariectomy (OVX), and testing for the effects of intra-PrL ERβ agonist, DPN, or the 752 

GPER1 agonist, G1, to reproduce the effects of E2 on cocaine-primed reinstatement. Bilateral micro-infusions 753 
of (B) DPN (100 but not 10 ng) but not (C) G1 potentiated cocaine-primed reinstatement (*p<0.05 vs. 754 
extinction). (D) Schematic depicting PrL-PFC cannula placements. (E)  Timeline of ex vivo whole-cell 755 
recordings in PrL-PFC layer 5/6 pyramidal neurons examining effects of agonist-induced effects on mIPSC 756 
frequency and amplitude.  Effects of (F) DPN and (G) G1 on mIPSCs. Panels include representative 757 
recordings (top) during application of vehicle alone, agonist alone, and co-application of agonist with E2 (scale: 758 
20pA/0.10sec) and graphs depicting mIPSC frequency and amplitude under each condition (##p<0.05 vs. 759 
HBC).  760 
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 763 

Figure 1: Systemic administration of estradiol (E2) or an ERβ agonist, but not an ERα or GPER1 agonist, 764 
potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement following self-administration, extinction, and surgical OVX/recovery 765 
in female rats.   766 
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 770 

Figure 2: Prelimbic prefrontal cortex (PrL-PFC) estradiol (E2) potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement and 771 
attenuates inhibitory synaptic transmission in PrL-PFC pyramidal neurons. 772 
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Figure 3: Estradiol (E2) potentiation of cocaine-primed reinstatement and E2 reductions in inhibitory synaptic 776 
transmission in PrL-PFC pyramidal neurons require activation of PrL-PFC ERβ and GPER1, but not ERα. 777 
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Figure 4: PrL-PFC ERβ but not GPER1 activation potentiates cocaine-primed reinstatement and decreases 779 
inhibitory synaptic transmission in PrL-PFC pyramidal neurons. 780 










